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EXECUTIVE SUKMARY

With the greatly increased complexity of airport runway and taxiway
configurations and with the expanded variety of visual aids exposed to pilot view
on airports, a requirement for enhanced identification of runway exits has
arisen. This need is especially critical for assisting pilots attempting to
locate the normal (other than high-speed) exits at night and during periods of
low visibility.

A prototype enhanced visual taxiway exit identification system was developed and
tested at the FAA Technical Center. The system consisted of a segment of green
lights imbedded within the conventional runway centerline lighting system
immediately prior to the exit taxiway location. The configuration was achieved
by merely adding inexpensive "aviation greenl" filters to the appropriate
centerline system in-pavement lighting fixtures.

The centerline lighting system serving the principal runway (13/31) at the
Technical Center was modified, by the addition of filters, for evaluation by
Center based air carrier and FAA test pilots. Additional evaluation, using a
visual display of the prototype system programmed for testing under simulated
reduced visibility weather conditions was also accomplished using the Boeing
727 Flight Simulator at the FAA Aeronautical Center in Oklahoma City.

Results of the developmental/evailutit 4,,irl effort indicnted that the system may
be expected to provide enhanced and crffe,-tive identification of taxiway exit
locations at minimum cost.
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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUNI).

One of the wost difficult tasks for a pilot, especially at night and during low
visibility weather conditions, is that of identifying taxiway exits from the
runway immediately after landing. The problem is especially critical at major
airports, where there are numerous exits from each active runway and great
emphasis placed on the need for reducing runway occupancy time. It becomes
essential that pilots be able to identify exits in sufficient time to reduce
their rollout speed to that which will permit vacating the runway as soon as
possible.

Long radius (high speed) exits are provided with a continuous line of green in-
pavement centerline lights from the runway centerline along the entire exit
curve, and thus pose no exit identification problem. At present, however, normal
taxiway exits are identified only by double (paired) blue taxiway elevated lights
at the runway edge combined with signs denoting the taxiway designation. Even
if taxiway green centerline lights are provided on the exit taxiway, they are
not carried out into the runway surface so as to preclude the possibility of
being mistaken for the long radius taxiway exit lighting system. In this respect,
the FAA policy differs from the ICAO Annex 14 standard of providing for use of
green taxiway centerline lighting from the runway centerline into all exits.

Normal short radius exits are therefore cCten most difficult to distinguish when
identified only with low intensity light- and signs located at the runway edge
where they easily blend into the myriad of other airport lighting systems. This
is especially true when low visibility conditions prevail, and the pilot's
attention is directed principally along the runway centerline while attempting
to reduce rollout speed and maintain alignment straight ahead.

PURPOSE.

The purpose of this effort was to develop an enhanced visual taxiway exit
identification device or system to provide pilots a positive early indication
of normal short radius taxiway exit locations under nighttime and low visibility
conditions.

OBJECT1VE.

This effort was directed specifically toward:

I. Developing a prototype enhanced taxiw~v exit identification system for
normal exits.

2. Obtpining user pilot evalustional oFinion is to the effectiveness of the
developed system.

3. Determining the practicability of implpmenting the concept at commercial
air-carrier airports.



DEVELOPIIENT METHODOLOGY.

A visual system designed to satisfy the stated putpose must, at the least,
satisfy the following requirements:

It must provide, if at all possible, intuitive visual guidanco information.
In this case the purpose, identification of the taxiway exit location,
should be immediately evident to the user through previous experience with
systems of a similar nature.

It must be sufficiently unigu! that there is no possibility of confusion
with another airport lighting system located within the vicinity.

It must be of such a nature that it can be located within the pilot's
immediate area of concentration (field of view) so that there is no
requirement for visual "searching". This requirement is particularly
important if the system is to be used under low visibility, high-stress
operational situations.

It must be economically and technically practicable so that universal
implementation is feasible.

In many instances, enhanced visual guidance may be provided by some alteration
to, or modification of, an existing system with attendant reduced installation
and maintenance costs. Providing that it doeA not jeopardize the integrity and
usefulness of the "parent" system, the added guidance information will be
provided at minimum cost. It was decided that this technique might provide the
most reasonable approach for development of the prototype exit identification
system.

Runway centerline lighting systems are provided on numerous runways at major
airports for use under low-visibility (Category ii and Ill) conditions. Further,
these in-pavement lights constitute the primary source of guidance for pilots
during the rollout maneuver subsequent to landing and during the time when the
pilot is faced with the additional task of identifying the taxiway exit location.
Since the pilot is already concentrating his attention upon this centerline
system, it would seem reasonable that visual exit identification information
might well be added within this area. A color variation witLhiii the predoininAtely
white (clear) runwPy centpr]inp dc,%play could afford the necessary warning of
availAb]e eXlt Jocationo and, if sufficiently bold amid distinct, allow the pilot
to make a timely decision as to which exit to use.

Since the color "aviation green" has been standArdjied for use In taxiwaY
centerline lightfng applicationn, it would seem to be the' most appropriate color
to use in adding exit locationi identifical ion information to thme ritnýwa.y lighting
system. The only other color found within the runway centerline lighting system
configuration is "aviation red", which is used to designnte tie final segment
of the system immediately before time runway ci)d. TVii color is not likely to
be confused with a green semenLt wi thin the rqmvre syntern.

To retain its unique presentation a- a contiinuoun flie of white lights, the
runway centerline lighting system muist not contain ext.nsive segments of
alternative color lights except, of course, for the red "end of runway" warning
segment. Therefore, any green color-coding th,it might be added must be confined(
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to short segments only. Fortunately, relatively few green lights within the
syitem will form a contrasting pattern and this presentation can be readily
identifiable as a guidance signal.

Another *ttractive feature of the standard runway centerline lighting fixture,
suiting i; admirably for use in this application, is that they are manufactured
with an integral mount for the red filters required to configure the "end of
runway" warning system segment. Providing green light segments within the
standard runway system would require only the installation of "aviation green"
filters within existing fixtures.

It was thus concluded that a modification to the standard U.S. runway centerline
lighting system, by adding short green color-coding at normal taxiway exit
locations, showed promise for providing an effective, yet most economical, means
of providing taxiway exit location information to pilots.

TEST METIIODOLOGY.

As is the case with any evaluation of visual guidance systems, the effectiveness
of the prototype system could only be determined by subjecting it to use in the
field or in simulation. Accordingly, the following sequence of testing efforts
was decided upon:

Phase I - Actual taxi evaluation of the system by FAA test pilots and user
air-carrier pilots at the Technical Center to "fine tune" system variables
(light spacing, color, segment length, etc.).

Phase 2 - Additional actual taxi evaluation of the system, with changes
to the configuratien resulting from phase I testing, at the Technical
Center by FAA - ots.

Phase 3 - Further rimulator taxi evaluation of the system configuration
using the FAA Boeing 727 flight simulator at the FAA Aeronautical Center
(09C). Volunteer air-carrier pilots, FAA test pilots, and FAA Boeing 727
instructors participated as subjects under simulated reduced visibility
weather conditions.

During the conduct of phasec I and 2, FAA subject pilots were briefed beforehand
concerning the purpo•- of tho evaluatlon, the general configuration of the system
to be tested, and the operational procedures to be followed. They were also
provided with the standard briefing sheet (figure 1) given to all participating
pilots during, these phases of testing. Imnipdiately following each taxi test
session, the pilots were aqhed to complete A detailed standard written evaluation
questioiinire (figure 2).

Since some of the phase I te. ting was to be accomplished by air-carrier user
pilots evaluating the system as it was observed and utilized during revenue
flights, tht.e subjects were provided with briefing and evaluation questionnaire
sheets through airline company innnagoment channels. The questionniires were
returned for analysis whenever a significant number had been collected.
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BRIEFING SHEET

IMPROVED TAXIWAY EXIT IDENTIFICATION

In order to assist pilots in identifying taxiway exits from the principle runway

13-31 at the Technical Center (ACY) airport, we have modified segments of the

runway centerline lighting system. Sets of either three or five green filters

have been installed within the normally white lights along the runway centerline

at taxiway "A" and "I" intersection exits. The set of five green centerline

lights at "A" taxiway exit will be visible to aircraft la ig in the runway 31

direction, and the set of three green centerline lights at "I" taxiway exit will

be visible to aircraft landing in the runway 13 direction. It is hoped that

these modifications will provide a measure of early warning to pilots intending

to use either of these two exit locations. Simple questionnaire forms will be

distributed at a later date after pilots have had sufficient opportunity to use

the color-coded system, so that ACY based pilots will have a chance to express

their opinions as to the usefulness of this concept.

FIGURE 1. SAIMPLE STANDARD BRIEFING SIIEET
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IMPROVED TAXIWAY EXIT IDENTIFICATION

PILOT QUESTIONNAIRE

Name Date Aircraft Type

Observed Visibility. (Mi) VFR or IFR

1. Did the green runway centerline lights provide significant acsistance in
positively identifying the exit taxiway location ?
Yes No

Comments

2. In your opinion, would availability of color-coding such as this reduce the
problem of identifying runway exits in low visibility weather conditions?
Yes No

Comments

3. During the final approach, touchdown, or rollout, could the green runway
centerline lights be misinterpretpd As another airport lighting system or
as an aircraft on the runway? Yes _ No

Comments

4. Which configuration of green runway ceurterline lights did you prefer?
3 lights 5 lights _ No preference

Comments

TIHANE' YOU I

FIGURE 2. SAMPLE QUESTIONIIAIIE
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All pilots participating in the phase 3 simulator evaluation of the system were
provided with detailed briefings before each session and completed d,,taildd
questionnaires afterwards.

) iring phase I testing, FAA test pilots and user air-carrier pilots evaluated
the prototype system while encountering the lighting display during runway
rollout after landings at Atlantic City International Airport. For phase 2
testing, FAA test pilots evaluated the system during high speed taxi simulations
of the landing rollout conducted without actual airborne operations.

Aircraft types used by pilots participating in phases 1 and 2 of this evaluation
included the Douglas DC-9 and Convair CV-580.

Pilots participating in phase 3 (simulation tests) were required to conduct
Category I, I1, and Ill approaches in the FAA Boeing 727 Flight Simulator to a
landing. They then attempted to identify the indicated exit taxiway during
rollout and completed the turnoff maneuver if pocsible. Simulated restricted
visibilities of 1/2 mile, 1800-foot Runway Visual Range (RVR), 1200-foot RVR,
and 300- to 400-foot RVR were used. Exit configurations were 90 degrees right,
90+ degrees left, and 90 degrees left.
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SYSTEM DESIGN

Reconfiguration of the Technical Center's existing runway centerline lighting
system to display the prototype taxiway exit identification presentation was
relatively simple. It involved only the addition of "avistion green" color
filters to sclected in-pavement centerline lighting fixtures to provide the
color-coded exit identification scheme depicted in figure 3. Two slightly
different green segments were emplaced at runway 13/31 taxiway intersection exits
to taxiways "A" and "I". In each instance, the color filters were installed to
form a green segment of centerline lights commencing prior to the intersection
and termir.ating at the taxiway and runway centerline intersection points. The
segment at taxiway "A" consisted of five color-coded green lights on 50-foot
centers for a tocal length of 200 feet, while the shorter segment at taxiway "I"
consistnd of only three color-coded green lights with a reduced length of 100
feet. The bidirectional centerline lights were only filtered to display the
green signal in one direction, that from which the pilots making the turnoff
would be expected to arrive. Since green dichroic filters were used, having
a transmissivity of approximately 50 percent, it was realized that some reduction
in light intensity would have to be accepted. It turned out that the difference
in intensity between the whiJe (clear) arid green lights did not appear to
sign:'ficantly affect test results.

As a resilt of pilot comments and suggestions received during the phase 1
testing, tha system configuration was Pcdjusted some•,hat to that depicted in
figure 4 for subsequent phase ? and 3 evaluatiotyr. A standard system length of
200 feet (five green lights on 50-foot centers) war adopted. Also, the
termination point for each segment wan dirplnced, in top approach direction, so
that each segment ended at the point where the painted yeilow taxiway turnoff
line indicated the beginning of the exit turn.

EVALUATION RESULTS

PHASE I TESTING.

Air-Carrier Pilot Desults. A total of Pigh: Atlantic City ba~ed air-carrier
pilots returned completed questionnalre sheets after having identified and used
the prototype exit identification lighting rystem during revenue flights. Six
of the associated landings were conduicted under Visusl Flight ]Eule (VFR)
conditions cf better than 3-mile visibility, i.]ile the remaining two landings
were conduct-d under Inr.trument Flight Rule 'IFR) conditionis of approximately
t/2- and 2-mile visibilities.
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Pilot questionnaire responses are summarized in figure 5 and revealed virtually
a unanimously favorable opinion as to the usefulness and desirability of the
prototype system. Seven pilots expressed a preference for the 5-light
configuration, and the remaining pilot expressed no definite preference.

These particular pilots, being relatively inexperienced in formal evaluation of
airport visual aids, appeared to have been somewhat reluctant to make comments.
Those few comments received, however, were universally favorable and may be
typified with the following&:

"It is a good system, being in your limited field of view. It is
unambiguous, and I like it."

"Adds to identifying exit areas."

"All runways should be lighted with P.reen lights to help in identifying
the taxiway (exits)."

FAA Test Pilot Results_. A total of fifteen FAA pilots from the Technical Center
Flight Test Branch participated in the phase I evaluation and completed post
flight questionnaires. Nine of the simulated rollout and exit maneuvers were
conducted under VFR conditions of better than 3-mile visibility, while the
remainder, a total of six, were conducted under IFR conditions of approximately
1/4- to 3-mile visibilities.

FAA pilot questionnaire responses are sur.,mnrlzed in figure 6 nnd showed in
extremely favorable opinion with regard to the prototype system. Eleven of the
pilots expressed a preference, sometimes stronfly, for the 5-light configuration,
and or ly two favored having only three. Two pilots checked "no preference", but
one ef them indicated that the I-light grouping might be perceived as only a
"gap" or "outage" in the runwo.' centerline lighting array. With regard to the
possibility of misinterpretation or confusion with other airport lights, only
three out of fifteen pilots expressed concern. One individual felt that there
might be some confusion between the green lights and the red "end-of-runway"
color-coding. The other two pilots did not include any comments as to why, or
for what, they might misinterpret the green signal.

As might be e:-pected of evaluation-oriented irdlviduals, the FAA Test Pilot group
offered copir,,s commnints on variour syst-m chlaroctar1r.tirs ind on the basic
concept itself. These comments, for the most pi'rt not unfavorable, but suggeotitig
possible enhancements are provided on page 13. While not necescarily direct
quotes, they reflect the general nature of the originals.
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IMPROVED TAXIWAY gXIT IDENTIFICATION

PILOT QUESTIONNAIRE

Name Air Carrier Pilots Date Aircraft Type DC-9

Observed Visibility. (Mi) 112 to 5 VER 6 or IFR 2

I. Did the green ruwaeay centerline lights provide sig jfiegat assistance in
positively identifying the exit taxivay location ?
Yes 8 NO.

Commuents See Text

2. In your opinion, would availability of color-coding such as this reduce the
problem of identifying runway exits in low-visibility weather conditions?
Yes 8 No 0

Comments See Text

3. During the final approach, touchdom'n, or rollout, could the green runway
centerline lights be misinterpreted as another airport lighting system or
as an oircraft on the runway?
Yes 0 No 8

Comments See Text

4. Which confiLiration of gro,,- rurnwny -- ntnrline light.q did you prefer?
3 lights 0 5 lights 7 No preference I

Comments See Text.

FIGURE 5. HIIASE I AIR-o(;ARJER PILOT REZPOIISES



IHPROVED TAXIWIAY EXIT IDENTIFICATMON

PILOT QUESTIONNAIRE

Name FAA Pilots Date Aircraft Type Convair 500

Observed Visibility. (Mi) 1/4 to 10 VFR 9 or IFR 6

I. Did the green runway centerline lights provide significant assistance in
positively identifying the exit taxiway location ?
Yes -. - No I

Comments See Text

2. In your opinion, would availability of color-codine such as this reduce the
problem of identifying runway exits in low visibility weAther conditions?
Yes... No 0

Comments See Text

3. During the final approach, touchdown, or rollout, could the green rumnAy
centerline lights be misinterpreted as another airport lighting system or
as an aircraft on the runway? Yes 3 No 12

Comments See Text

4. Which configuration of green runwny centerlitne lights did you prefer?
3 lights 2 5 lights 11 No preference 2

Comments See Text

TIHANK YOUI

FIGURE 6. PRASE 1 FAA TEST PILOT IES1'ON.'WS
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The 5-light configuration was seen from 3 NM on the glide slope, positively
identified at 2 NM, but blended in with the r/w centerline lights after
descent below 100 feet AGL prior to touchdown. The green lights reappeared
when about 1,000 foot away during rollout after landing.

I prefer the 5-light over the 3-light system. Also, the turnoff to India
(taxiway) is more th.r, 90 degrees, and probably should have more than a
3-light warning.

With step 4 intensity - green lights are difficult to find when lined up
with the centerline lights.

Unusable at steps I and 2. I feel that the 3-light system is unacceptable.

At or above intensity step 3 the green lights helped.

Five, -ather than three, lights seemed better for initial acquisition.
Also, "last" light's location with respect to the taxiway is important for
Judging the turn.

The extra two lights (of the 5-light configuration) give you a little extra
space for recognition.

The system is particularly helpful when the runway is wet and yellow
painted taxi lines are hard to identify.

Did not like three lights at all. Must have five lights, with the last
light at the beginning of the turnoff taxiway.

1 suggest positioning the lights so that the last green light is at the
(beginning cf the) yellow taxi off line.

Would like more than five lights, and the last light should end aL- (start
of) turnoff, not nt runway/taxiway cpnter]4np interr.ction.

Need to eliminate imbalance in intensity of white and green lights.

I liked the 5-light group, and felt th.it t. l 3-lJght group was too short,
erpocial]y for the 120 degree turn from the rnir, y into tnxiway India.

13



As mentioned previously, and as a result of comments received during phase 1
testing, the prototype system configuration was changed (figure 4) as followsi

1. The 5-light configuration was standArdieed with 50-foot spacing between
green lights for a total segment length of 200 feet.

2. The entire segment was shifted toward the approach direction so that the
last green light was located at the beginning of the exit curve rather than
at the runway/taxiway centerline intersection.

This modified configuration was retained unchanged for the remainder of the
evaluation (phases 2 and 3).

The pilot questionnaire was modified to eliminate question 4, which dealt with
the subject's preference for either a 3- or 5-lieht configuration.

PHASE 2 TESTING.

A total of five FAA pilots from the Technical Center Flight Test Branch
participated in the phase 2 evaluation which was primarily concerned with
validating the improvements to the configuration. The FAA pilots evaluated the
modified system during high-speed taxi simulatio:ns of the landing rollout
maneuver conducted without actual airborne approaches. One of the simulated
rollout and exit maneuvers was conducted under VFP conditions of better than 12-
mile visibility, while the remainder, a total of four, were conducted under IFR
conditions of 600- to 800-foot RV'R.

Referencing the summarized pilot questionnaire responses (figure 7), it would
appear that the modifications made to the initial system configuration were most
successful in eliminating pilot perceived deficiencies. All five subject pilots
were unanimous in expressing favorable opinion as to the usefulness aid
desirability of the system as shown by their responses to questions I and 2.
They also indicated that, through renponser to question 3, the daniger of
confusion and/or misinterpretation of the system presentationi was not a
consideration.

Pilot comments, as expressed on the question,,iire sheets, were not nearly so
profuse during this phase of testing. They may be summarized as follows:

I liked the por.itioning of the' ]ights. I saw thein 1,000 to 1,500 feet out
from (before) the taxiway, and I appreciated the last light coincidingwith
the turnoff point.

14



IHPROVED TAXIWAY EXIT IDENTIFICAT10N

PILOT QULSTIOMIAIRE

Name FAA Pilots Date Aircraft Type Convair 580

Observed Visibility. (Mi) 600'AVR to 12 Mi VFR _L or IFR 4

I. Did the green rupway centerline lights provide sianificant assistance in

positively identifying the exit taxiway location?
Yes 5 No 0

Comments See Text

2. In your opinion, would availability of color-coding Auch as this reduce the

problem of identifying runway exits in low-visibility weather conditions?

Yes 5 No 0

Comments See Text

3. During the final approach, touchdcrwn, or rollout, could the green runway

centerline lights be misinterpreted ni another nirport lighting system or

as an aircrnft on the runway?

Yes 0 No 5

Comments See Text

FIGURE 7. PHASE 2 PILOT RESPONSES
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These lights are too low on touchdown and rollout to be mistaken for
another aircraft, and there is no recognizable pattern to misinterpret dn
final.

Lights were seen clearly before the taxiway turn stripe was seen, giving
adequate warning of impending turn.

RVR (800 feet) was such that the green coded segment helped significantly
in locating the runway exit.

Last green light was positioned ideally at the beginning of the yellow
painted turn stripe.

Mach better, maybe a couple of extra lights would help, but definitely an
improvement from the previous pattern.

Provides excellent lead-in to taxiway entrance - turns were certainly
facilitated using this configuration.

Excellent - position allowed a normal turnoff from the runway onto the
centerline of the taxiway. Much better than the original runs.

PHASE 3 TESTING.

SInce only a small portion of the evaluation conducted during phases I and 2 had
been accomplished under actual low visibility weather conditions, a decision was
made to continue evaluation of the taxiway exit identification system using the
FAA Aeronautical Center Flight Simulator in Oklahoma City. The prototype
configuration, as modified after phase 1 testing, was programmed into the flight
simulator visual display to identify three separate exit situations (figure 8)
as follows:

Exit I - 90 degree turnoff to the right.

Exit 2 - greater than 90 degree turnoff to the left.

Exit 3 - 90 degree turnoff to the left.

Subject pilots were once again fully briefed prior to the testing sessions and
required to complete an evaluation questionnaire after ench series of simtilntor
exercises. The basic questionnaire form was again modified to include two
additional questions concerning the adequacy of the simtlator visual depiction
of the green light segmontc, and the impact of using the- Hends-Up DirplAy (II.U.D)
during approaches in the lowest visibility condition (300-foot RVy,).

Each pilot accomplished twelve simulated npproaches with subsequent landings,
rollouts on the runway, atid attempts to exit at one of the three identified
exits per instructions from the simulator operator. Siinulatpd wenther conditions
of 1/2 mile, 1800-foot RVr, 1200-foot VlVR, and 300- to LO0-foot EVP. visibilities
were programmed into the simulator visual display, vith all three exit situations
presented to the subject pilots under each visibility condition.

16
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Pilot performance in executing the exit turnoffs in an acceptable manner was
moftitored and notations made on a test matrix recording sheet as to whether the
exit was, or was not, successfully accomplished.

A total of eight subject pilots (five FAA teut pilots, one airline captain, and
two instructors) participated in this phase of testing.

Reference to the summarized questionnaire response sheet (figure 9) reveals that
theie pilots were unanimous in judging the exit identification system to be
effective in providing warning of exit location (questions I and 2). They also
indicated that they felt that there should be little or no concern over the
possibility of confusing this green light configuration with other lights or
visual devices on the airport (question 3).

With regard to the adequacy, or realistic appearance, of the green light
simulation (question 4), there is some concern evidenced that the green color
was not portrayed vividly enough and that this may have diminished the
effectiveness of the presentation. The summary of pilot comments speaks to this
issue.

It is apparent that the majority of pilots (five out of seven) felt strongly that
the IL.U.D. presentation, or rather the appearance of visual system lights as
viewed through it, leaves something to be desired (question 5). Here again,
pilot comments elaborate on the problem.

As mentioned previouply, pilot performance in successfully accomplishing the
three different turnoff situations under vnrying levels of visibility restriction
was recorded and is presented on the Test Matrix Record Sheet Summary (figure
10).

The objective pilot performance data correlates quite well with the subjective
pilot questionnaire response data, in that only three instances of pilot failure
to successfully identify the exit and execute the turnoff maneuver occurred.
Each of these "failure" events was encountered at the lownest visibility condition
presented to the subject pilots (300-foot RVR).

18



IMPROVED TAXIWAY EXIT IDENTIFICATION

PILOT QUESTIONNAIRE

Name FAA & Carrier Pilots Date Aircraft Type 9KC B-727 Simulator

Observed Visibility. (ti) 300'RVR to 1/2 Mi VFR _ or IFR 8

I. Did the green runway centeiline lights provide significant assistance in

positively identifying the exit taxiway location ?
Yes 8 No 0

Comments See Text

2. In your opinion, would availability of color-coding such as this reduce
the problem of identifying runway exits in low-visibility weather
conditions? Yes 8 No 0

Comnents See Text

3. During the final approach, touchdown, or rollout, could the green runway
centerline lights be misinterpreted as another airport lig'aLixg system or
as an aircraft on the runway? Yes 0 No 8

Comments See Text

4. Are the simulated green lights adequate for testinS purposes?
Yes 6 No 2

Comments See Text

5. Did the II.U.D. have any impact on the effeetiv'-jeso of the green lights?
Yes 5 No 2

Comments See Tent

FIGURE 9. PIASE 3 PILOT rflSPOIISES
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IMPROVED TAXiWnY EXIT zIDMHIZICATION

PILOT PERFROUMC TEST MATRIX

PIL2T EXIT 1 2 3 4 '5 67 8
VIS. TYRE

1/2 90 R YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
MILEL E _ _ _ _ -S_
1/2 90+L YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
MILE
1/2 90 L YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

MILE I I I _

1800' 90 R YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
RVR

1800' 90+L YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
RVR

1800' 90 L YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
RVR _

1200' 90 R- YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

RVR 1
1200' 90+L YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

RVR
1200' 90 L YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

RVR 1 1

300'* 90 R YES YES NO YES NO NO YES YES
RVR

300'* 90+L YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
RVR

300'* 90 L YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES
RVR

90 R - 90 Degree Turnoff to the Right
90+L - Greater than 90 Degree Turnoff to the Left
90 L - 90 Degree Turnoff to the Left

YES - Exit Identified and Turnoff Successful
NO - Exit Not Identified and No Turnoff Accomplished

* - 400' RVR Programmed for Pilots 1 and 2 only

FIGURE 10. TEST MATRIX RECORD SHEET SUM.APY
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Since, in this phase of testing, five -) the eight subjects were cxperienced FAA
test pilot evaluators, written questionnaiire comments werp profuse. As before,
the comments provided below i-re not necessarily direct quotations but do retain
the essential content of the originals:

The green lights definitely helr, bt't there will have to be some indication
on an approach plate that the lights are available (i.e., need for pilot
education).

The color-coding at the end of the runway (all red with green exit lights)
was extremely effective. Even at the lowest visibility the contrazting
colors were apparent for exit guidance.

Very effective at higher visibilities, i.e., at 1/2 mile and 1800 RVR, but
effectiveness diminishes gradually with lowering visibility. At 300 RVR,
the painted line was more effec-ive than the green lights.

The lights were very helpful in giving advance indication of the turnoff.

No real help at 1/2 mile, but very good from there on in the lower
visibilities.

MAybe one red light uefore the start of the green lights would be helpful,
for better contrast in low visibilities.

Of sipnificant assIstarce down to 1800 RVR but less effective at 1200 and
300 RVR with I.U.D. use.

Green light simulation adequate, except for the 300' RVR condition. It
spnenrs that the step-5 selection is not representative of real fog
conditions.

Green lights very hard to pick out at 300' RVR while using the H.U.D.

The green phosphors of the II.U.D. apparently affect the eye's response to
tit "quasi-green" exit lights, making them virtually undetectable.

DISCUSSION

Results of the three phases of testing are relatively straight forward and lead
reasonably to the reported conclusions. Some iccue., however, surfaced during
the conduiCt of the d-velopment and evaluation effort that deserve mention and
possible consideration in the event that the system concept is implemented.

Concern that there was a deficiency in contrast between the green lights of the
exit identification system and the white (clear) lights of the normal runway
centerlire system was expressed on more than one oc.zaýion by subject pilots.
There is no doubt that the green filters, even though of a dichroic type witL.
a relntively high (50 percent) trarsmissivity vA.Iue, redu'ce the actual intensity
of that portion of the centerline visual presentation and have an adverse effect
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on the visual acquisition range. On the other hand, and in spite of this
apparent deficiency, the subject pilots almost unanimously Judged the system to
be most useful. The problem appears to be relatively minor and may well be
corrected with a selection of more suitable (deeper hue) green filters.

Since the system tested was configured merely by installation of green filterc
in existin.g runway centerline fixtures, it would appear tc have a somewhat
limited application only on those Category II and III runways with already
installed centerline systems. It would, in fact, be most economically emplaced
on such runways, but the concept of green centerline segments for exit
identification might also be applied to runways without centerline lights. Some
caution should be exercised before committing to this additional application
since a possibility exists that pilots might mistake these isolated green exit
lights for position lights of an aircraft on the runway. Limited testing could
establish whether such confusion should be anticipated.

"Retrofitting short segments of green lights, by core drilling for shallow-base
taxiway inset light fixtures and carrying the low voltage secondary power cables
in saw cuts to transformers at the runway edge, should not prove unduly expensive
nor necessitate extensive runway downtime. The prospect of using the green
segments alone, and not in visual competition with a high intensity runway
centerline lighting system, is pacticularly attractive in that the "contrast"
problem mentioned earlier would no longer pertain.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of this evaluatioa effort, it is concluded that:

I. The prototype enhanced taxiway exit identification system for normal exits
was successf'illy developed and tested.

2. Air-carrier and FAA test pilot evaluational comments and simulator
performance verified that the prototype system, as modified during the course
of testing, was highly effective in providing advance identification of taxiway
exit locations under nighttime And reduced viribility conditions.

3. Incorporation of thp system conc-pt on runways having existing centerline
lighting systems would be extremely economical since it wo,,ld require only the
installation of inexpensive filters within selected centerline in-pavement
fixtures.

4. If P dvterminatiot| that no possibility for user pilot confunion exists, thn

system could also be implemented on runwayr not equipped with centerline lights
by installing segments of green in-pavemu:nt lights along the runway centerline
as required.
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